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Abstract
The present study investigated in�uence of various treatment on activity of Shirasu-based materials for
hydrogen evolution from aqueous ammonia borane solution. Various solution treatments and calcination
treatment signi�cantly affected on the morphology, compositions, and activity. The sample with high
surface aluminum ratio and low silicon oxide crystalline impurity showed high activity for the hydrogen
evolution. The sample treated with treated with ammonia following calcination at 723 K included the
highest surface aluminum ratio and the lowest silicon oxide crystals impurity and exhibited the highest
activity for the hydrogen evolution.

1. Introduction
Shirasu, a part of pyroclastic-�ow deposits, which is generated from droplets and particles of molten
substances such as volcanic glasses, pouring down from hot clouds, deposited and melted when high-
temperature magma spewed from the caldera with a large amount of gas [1]. The strata of pyroclastic-
�ow deposit have been across all parts of Japan, especially in Kagoshima, the southern Kyushu of
Japan, and the deposition amount of Shirasu reportedly exceeds 75 billion cubic meters [2–4] in
Kagoshima. Based on the background, massive studies on Shirasu mined in southern Kyushu have been
conducted. Since Shirasu is generally sandy, the research on the use of Shirasu as �ne aggregate has
been investigated for long years. Most Shirasu is now disposed as solid waste to land�lls [5]. Hollow
glass microspheres, named as Shirasu-balloons (SB), have been produced from vitric volcaniclastic
materials, named as Shirasu or Hakudo (a kind of the “perlite”) [6]. The application of volcanic sediment
as a raw material of adsorbents has some advantages in reducing the amount of solid waste and the
cost for the treatment. SB composed mainly of hollow glassy microspheres are produced by heating the
glassy volcanic materials [7]. The plain SB with the mean particle size of several micrometers are
obtained in a �uidized sand bed furnace by the rapid heating of pulverized Shirasu [8]. SB based on
volcanic sediment has potentially applied as an eco-material widely used in industry for the treatment of
wastewater and soil [8], and is generally acceptable to use SB as a low cost adsorbent that is also based
on a natural product.

In the present study, we �rstly investigated function of Shirasu based materials for promoting a chemical
reaction, acid-promoting hydrolytic hydrogen evolution from aqueous ammonia borane solution.
ammonia borane (NH3BH3, AB) has received extensive attention as an on-board hydrogen-storage
material due to its remarkable hydrogen content (19.6 wt%) and stability at room temperature [9–15].
Hydrolysis of AB leads to hydrogen release at low reaction temperatures, and dehydrogenation occurs at
a faster rate than thermolysis. By employing proper catalysts, AB can release hydrogen in a sustained
manner at room temperature. The hydrolysis reaction can promote at appreciable rate in the presence of
a suitable acid such as aluminosilicates at ambient temperature [16–24]. The main components of
Shirasu based materials are silica and alumina, and thus the Shirasu based materials are expected to
promote the hydrolysis reaction. In this study, we investigated in�uence of various solution and
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calcination treatment on promoting function of Shirasu based materials for hydrogen evolution from
aqueous ammonia borane solution.

2. Experiments

2.1 Sample preparation
Commercial Shirasu sample, SSM, was provided from Takachiho-Shirasu Co.Ltd. The samples were
treated in hydrochloric acid (35.0 37.0%, Kanto Chem. Co.) and aqueous ammonia solution (28.0 30.0%,
Kanto Chem. Co.). One of the ammonia-treated samples were pre-calcined at 723 and 1173 K for 2 h.
These treated samples were denoted SSM HCl, SSM NH3, SSM cal723 NH3, and SSM cal1173 NH3,
respectively.

2.2 Characterization
The morphology of various treated SSM samples were observed using a Hitachi TM3000 scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) operating at an acceleration voltage of 15 kV equipped with a Brucker XFrash
Mini SVE for energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopic (EDS) analysis. X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS)
were acquired with an ESCA3400 spectrometer (Shimadzu Co. Ltd.) equipped with a Mg Kα X-ray exciting
source (1253.6 eV) operating at 10 kV and 20 mA. The binding energies (BE) referred to the C 1s peak at
285.0 eV. The crystalline phases were determined by X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) using a Rigaku
MultiFlex X-ray diffractometer with a Cu Kα radiation (λ = 0.15418 nm) operating at 40 kV and 30 mA.

2.3 Activity tests
Samples with various treatments were put in a two-necked �ask. The reaction started from introducing
3.5 mL of 0.16 wt% aqueous solution of ammonia borane (Aldrich Chem. Co., 90%) into the �ask, and
amount of the evolved gas was measured by the gas burette at room temperature in air.

3. Results And Discussion
Ability of SSM with various treatment for hydrogen evolution from aqueous ammonia borane solution
were tested. Figure 1 shows time courses of hydrogen evolution from aqueous ammonia borane solution
in the presence of various treated samples. 2.5, 3.5, 4.5, 8.0, and 1.0 mL of evolved hydrogen from
aqueous ammonia borane solution were complete within approximately 40, 90, 50, 50, and 20 min in the
presence of SSM, SSM HCl, SSM NH3, SSM cal723 NH3, and SSM cal1173 NH3, respectively. In the
present reaction system, hydrogen was evolved via reaction (1):

NH3BH3 + 2H2O → NH4
+ + BO2

− + 3H2 (1)

Under the present reaction condition, about 11.7 mL of hydrogen (4.9×10− 4 mol) was generated via
reaction (1). The molar ratios of the hydrolytically generated hydrogen to the initial NH3BH3 in the
presence of SSM, SSM HCl, SSM NH3, SSM cal723 NH3, and SSM cal1173 NH3 were 0.6, 0.9, 1.2, 2.1, and
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0.3, respectively. The results suggested that SSM treated with ammonia and calcination at lower
temperature exhibited high activity for hydrolysis of ammonia borane.

To identify the in�uence of the various treatments on the activity, morphological and compositional
analysis were conducted. From the SEM images in Fig. 2, all the samples consist of rock-like particles
with the size up to about 100µm, indicating that all the samples included the particles with almost same
size. On the other hand, element compositions signi�cantly depend on the samples as shown in Table 1.
From the bulk compositions of two major components, silicon and aluminum, estimated from the EDX
analysis, the aluminum compositions of the samples treated with hydrochloric acid and ammonia were
lower than the those of the row SSM and the sample treated with ammonia following calcination at 723
K. While, the surface compositions showed signi�cant different tendency compared with the bulk
composition, and the surface aluminum components of all the treated samples were higher than that of
the row SSM. Especially, the highly active sample treated with ammonia following calcination at 723 K
consisted of the highest surface aluminum composition. Figure 3 depicted relations between the atomic
ratios of bulk or surface silicon to aluminum and their activity for hydrogen evolution from aqueous
ammonia borane solutions. The activity did not identify the relation with the bulk ratios in all the regions,
while linearly decreased with increasing the surface ratios. In addition, the sample treated with ammonia
following calcination at 723 K exhibited high amount of the active acidic sites as shown in Table 1.
These results indicate that the activity for hydrogen evolution from aqueous ammonia borane solution
signi�cantly depends on the surface compositions.

Table 1 Compositions and amount of acid sites of SSM with various treatment.

We also identi�ed the in�uence of the various treatment on the activity from the crystallographic view of
point. Figure 4 depicted Powder X-ray diffraction pro�les of the various SSM based samples. In all the
pro�les, the peaks assigned as various silicon oxide crystals were identi�ed, while the peak intensities
signi�cantly depends on the samples.

Compared with the row SSM, all the treated samples included the crystals with signi�cant low intensities.
Especially, the intensities in the pro�le of the sample treated with ammonia following calcination at 723 K
were the lowest in all the samples. Figure 5 depicted relations between the crystalline size and their
activity for hydrogen evolution from aqueous ammonia borane solutions. The crystalline sizes were
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calculated from the peak assigned as quartz phase using the Scherrer’s equation. From the �gure, the
activity linearly decreased with increasing the size. In general, Shirasu based samples mainly consist of
amorphous phases, and the identi�ed crystalline phases can be impurity of the Shirasu based samples.
Consequently, the result in the PXRD pro�les indicate that the sample with low amount of the impurity
crystalline phases exhibited high activity for hydrogen evolution from aqueous ammonia borane solution.

4. Conclusions
In this work, we investigated in�uence of various treatments on activity of Shirasu based material for
hydrogen evolution from aqueous ammonia borane solution. The material was treated in various
solutions and by calcination. These treatments affected on the bulk and surface compositions and the
amount of impurity, and the activity of the samples for hydrogen evolution from aqueous ammonia
borane solution increased with increasing the surface aluminum composition and decreasing the amount
of silicon oxide crystals impurity. The sample treated with ammonia following calcination at 723 K
included the highest surface aluminum component and the lowest the silicon oxide crystals impurity and
exhibited the highest activity for hydrogen evolution from aqueous ammonia borane solution.
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Figure 1

Hydrogen evolution from aqueous ammonia borane solution in the presence of (a) SSM, (b) HCl aq
treated SSM, (c) NH3 treated SSM, NH3 treated calcined SSM at (d) 723 K, and (e) 1173 K.
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Figure 2

SEM images of (a) SSM, (b) HCl aq. treated SSM, (c) NH3 aq. treated SSM, and (d) NH3 treated calcined
SSM.

Figure 3

Dependence of hydrogen evolution amount from aqueous ammonia borane solution on bulk and surface
Si/Al ratios of various SSM based samples.
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Figure 4

Powder X-ray diffraction pro�les of (a) SSM, (b) HCl aq. treated SSM, (c) NH3 aq. treated SSM, and (d)
NH3 treated calcined SSM.
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Figure 5

Relation between crystalline size of quartz phase and hydrogen evolution amount from aqueous
ammonia borane solution.


